Pete -1235, 1235SQ, 1236,
1263SQ, 1237, 1237SQ

1 x driver
side visor

1 x passenger
side visor

3 x passenger side
brackets

3 x driver side
brackets

QTY: 21

Bolt Kit

S. S. ¼ - 20 Phil truss machine SCR ¾

QTY: 54

Zinc ¼ USS Flat washer

QTY: 12

S. S. ¼ - 20 Tap bolts 1¼

QTY: 21

Zinc ¼ Nylon lock nuts 20

QTY: 12

J1420 well nuts
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Step 1
Remove original visor & grind off
original brackets from truck. Grind the
“Huck Bolt” to be able to remove the visor
brackets. Be very Careful on how you position the
Grinding blade. You don’t want the blade to touch your
cab just the Huck Bolt.

Pete -1235, 1235SQ, 1236,
1263SQ, 1237, 1237SQ
Step 2
Assemble the visor w/ all the brackets. Mount
the visor using the original side screws. Measure &
balance the visor to where it sits evenly on the truck. If
the brackets fit on the original holes for the cab then you can
use those holes to mount the new brackets. If not then you will
have to drill new holes & silicone or patch the old holes. Drill out the
“Huck” holes w/ a ½ drill bit. Put tape 1 inch away from the tip to
use as a stop (So you don’t drill through your cab). If no side holes
are present then drill those out first before anything else. Make sure the
visor is fully assembled before marking holes for new brackets or side holes.

Step 4
Place the visor over the brackets &
tighten all the screws. Starting with the
sides, then the middle & then the rest. It is
normal that the holes don’t line up & might be
1 inch away from lining up. We make sure the visor
don’t move while driving. Move the bracket towards the
visor holes and place in the screws. You might need a
screw driver to help w/ lining up the holes.

Step 3
Mount new brackets & tighten
them on to the truck. Do not over tighten.

Step 5

Notes

You are finished! Remove plastic
from the visor & clean finger stains with
Windex.

Use silicone or something
similar to patch any exposed
holes once installation is
completed.
Drill cautiously to avoid
puncturing the cabs interior.
Insert screws “loosely” starting
W/ side screws, then the middle &
then the rest.
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